To Be Where You Are

The Late Bloomers' Club

by Jan Karon

by Louise Miller

F Karon
Father Tim Kavanagh struggles to
find meaning in retirement, while
newlyweds Dooley and Lace face a
crisis that drains their bank account,
and 4-year-old Jack Tyler looks
forward to the biggest day of his life.

F Miller
After inheriting property from a
beloved baker, two headstrong
sisters navigate growing hostilities
over whether to sell, before the
disappearance of the baker's dog
forces everyone to work together.

When We Were Young

Miss Julia Raises the Roof

by Karen Kingsbury

by Ann B.Ross

F Kingsbury
While reality show lovebirds Noah
and Emily prepare to announce a
wrenching separation, Kari prays for
a miracle to resolve a crisis in her
own marriage that is granted in
astonishing ways for both couples.

F Ross
Learning a local gossip has teamed
up with a new pastor to set up a
secret home for wayward teens, Miss
Julia is shocked to discover the
venture has an underlying agenda
with the power to disrupt their
peaceful community.

Cottage by the Sea
by Debbie Macomber
F Macomber
Retreating to a Pacific Northwest
haven after a tragedy, Annie bonds
with a kindhearted local artist, her
reclusive landlord and a troubled
teen before an unexpected
opportunity arises.

The Good Pilot Peter
Woodhouse
by Alexander McCall Smith
F McCall Smith
Set during World War II and traces
the intersection of a British farm girl,
an American pilot and a German
soldier who are brought together by
an adorable border collie.

Adult

Gentle Reads

An Irish Country Cottage
by Patrick Taylor
F Taylor
When the Donnallys lose everything
to a home fire, O'Reilly and Laverty
rally the citizens of Ballybucklebo to
help the family rebuild while
navigating a young couple's highrisk efforts to build a family.

Great reads with minimal sex, violence
and/or profanity

Meet Me at the Museum
by Anne Youngson
F Youngson
A disenchanted farmer's wife and a
widowed museum curator
correspond over mutual fascination
with poet Seamus Heaney's The
Tollund Man. They gradually share
details from their lives, forging an
unexpected bond along the way.
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The Next Person You Meet
in Heaven
by Mitch Albom
F Albom
The story of a grizzled war veteran
turned amusement park mechanic
who has a spiritual reunion with the
girl he died rescuing.

The Travelling Cat
Chronicles
by Hiro Arikawa
F Arikawa
An ode to kindness, sacrifice and the
power of small things traces the
experiences of adventurous cat
Nana and his owner Satoru as they
embark on a road trip across Japan
to visit three old friends.

If I Run
by Terri Blackstock
F Blackstock
Mystery. Dylan was hired to find
fugitive Casey Cox and bring her
back so justice can be served, but
the more elusive Casey turns out to
be, the more Dylan digs into her
past.

The Liar in the Library
by Simon Brett
F Brett
Mystery. Burton St Clair invites Jude
to come with him to the Fethering
Library to give a talk. Jude is not
surprised to find St Clair hasn't
changed in the last 20 years, but she
is stunned when the evening ends
with a sudden, violent death and the
police consider her a suspect.

Probable Claws

Under a Cloudless Sky

by Rita Mae Brown

by Chris Fabry

F Brown
Mystery. Postmistress "Harry"
Haristeen and her friends investigate
a mystery dating back to Virginia's
past.

F Fabry
About a lush and storied coal-mining
town―and the good people who live
there―in danger of being destroyed
for the sake of profit. Will the truth
about the town’s past be its final
undoing or its saving grace?

The Dog Master
by W. Bruce Cameron
F Cameron
Years after an Ice Age tribe leader
tames a hungry wolf, a boy shunned
from his people for his disability
forges an inseparable bond with a
wolf cub who helps him to survive in
an enemy-controlled,
environmentally extreme world.

Enchantress of Numbers:
A Novel of Ada Lovelace
by Jennifer Chiaverini
F Chiaverini
An only legitimate child of brilliant
Romantic poet Lord Byron uses her
unique talents to become the
world's first computer programmer.

Ashes on the Moor
by Sarah M. Eden
F Eden
Romance. Sent to live in a Northern
England mill town in 1871,
Evangeline must work hard to prove
herself a worthy teacher and earn
the respect of her students and their
parents.

Raspberry Danish Murder
by Joanne Fluke
F Fluke
Mystery. Throwing herself into the
holiday season in the aftermath of
her husband Ross' disappearance,
Hannah Swensen investigates the
murder of her husband's assistant.

The Romanov Empress: A
Novel of Tsarina Maria
Feodorovna
by C.W. Gortner
F Gortner
Marrying the Romanov heir, Danish
princess Minnie becomes empress of
Russia and treads a perilous path of
compromise in a beloved but
resistance-torn country where her
son becomes the last tsar.

The Writing Desk
by Rachel Hauck
F Hauck
A one-time successful author
struggles with writer's block and
self-doubt in the face of her second
book's looming deadline, until her
estranged mother's cancer diagnosis
compels a move to Florida.

